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SUMMARY

This report provides the results of the first extensive investigation undertaken by a state

government agency in New England to examine the feasibility of using infrared remote-sensing

techniques to establish the thermal character of its water resources. The Massachusetts*

Division of Water Pollution Control contracted Raytheon's Environmental Research Laboratory

to perform a demonstration of technique. All nine major watercourses of the Commonwealth

were flown with an airborne infrared scanner. Each water course was flown once during the

investigation. Selected sites were reflown to document seasonal variability. These variations

noted a need for regularly scheduled overflights.

Advantages of scanning techniques over conventional field measurements include: 1)

superior quantity of data collected synoptically, 2) greater efficiency in terms of manpower

and expense, and 3) quick response/turnaround time. It was demonstrated that infrared

remote-sensing techniques provide data on thermal discharges unobtainable by and in most

respects superior to ground methods. The nearly instantaneous overview of a water body

receiving a thermal effluent clearly depicts sources, mixing zones, dispersion patterns, and

fine thermal details of the plume. Thermal features are invisible to the human eye or the

aerial camera but are recorded equally well during day or night by the infrared line scanner.

When the scanner was coupled with an infrared radiometer, the rise in surface tempera-

ture caused by a thermal addition was related to an absolute temperature scale. A comparison

with surface temperatures measured from a survey boat using conventional techniques indicated

that temperatures recorded by remote sensing from higher flight altitudes tended to be low

with a maximum differential of -2°F due to atmospheric attenuation. This differential may be

treated as a change in the relative temperature scale. Isothermal maps generated from

infrared imagery showed excellent correspondence with conventional temperature contour maps

prepared from concurrent survey boat measurements.
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It is recommended, therefore, that airborne thermal infrared remote sensing be incorpor-

ated in an enforcement and monitoring program by the Division of Water Pollution Control.

Such a program should include three parts:

• Quarterly monitoring flights of the entire state and adjacent waters to document seasonal
variation,

• Monthly overflights of especially sensitive and critical areas.

• Unscheduled "quick-response" missions to record unusual man-made or natural
occurrences.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This research project was conceived by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Division

of Water Pollution Control, as a general demonstration of the ability of airborne thermal infra-

red sensors to monitor thermal (heated-water) discharges. Two specific tasks were identi-

fied in the contract between the Division and Raytheon Company. The first task was to survey

the nine major watercourses in the Commonwealth that receive heated-water effluents to iden-

tify all thermal discharges and to establish baseline temperature data; i.e., to establish a

thermal "profile" of these rivers which is characteristic of a certain time and date. The

second task was to make an intensive, coordinated air and ground survey of a particularly

interesting watercourse to more fully evaluate the mixing and dispersion of thermal effluents.

This portion of the survey also provided data to permit the validation of the airborne techni-

que for establishing thermal profiles.

Thermal profiles characteristic of the given dates were established by airborne sensors

for the nine watercourses listed in Table 1-1. Several targets show two or more flying dates.

The additional flights were made to obtain data over a broader range of conditions. An exam-

ination of the thermal profiles indicated a high degree of thermal activity in the Connecticut

River at Springfield, Mass., so this site was chosen for the intensive survey conducted on

25 November 1970. Figures 1-1 through 1-4 show the limits of the various areas studied

enclosed by brackets.
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Table 1-1. Thermal Profiles

TARGET

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9,

Housatonic River— From Great Barrington to Hinsdale

Connecticut River— From South Hadley to Vernon, Vermont
(including Vermont Yankee Vernon Plant area).
Sherman Pond and portion of the Deerfield River below Rowe
Nuclear Plant.

Blackstone River— From City of Worcester to state Line.

Nashua River (North Branch)— From Fitchburg to confluence
with South Branch.

Taunton River— From City of Taunton to mouth.

Ten Mile River— From North Attleboro to Seekonk.

Salem Harbor/Lynn Harbor— To include New England Electric
Salem and I^ron stations.

Mystic River/Boston Harbor— From Mystic River dam along
Inner Harbor to include Boston Edison Mystic, L. Street and
New Boston stations.

Weymouth River/Cape Cod Canal— To include Boston Edison
Edgar Station and Canal Electric Company plant.

1970
DATE(S)
FLOWN

21 September*

14 August*

29 October

18 August*

27 August*

4 August

18 August *

27 October
1 December*

27 October
1 December*

27 October*
1 December

INTENSIVE SURVEY

10. Connecticut River— At Springfield, between Memorial Bridge
and South End Bridge.

25 November*

* Selected for calibration
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Intensive Study Site

Figure 1-1. Connecticut River, Including Intensive Study Site
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Figure 1-2. Housatonic River and Nashua River
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Figure 1-3. Blackstone River, Ten Mile River, Taunton River, and Cape Cod Canal
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Weymouth
River

0 5 MILES
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Figure 1-4. Salem Harbor, Lynn Harbor, Mystic River, Boston Harbor, and Weymouth River
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2.0 EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES

2.1 Thermal Imagery

The primary equipment utilized for this project was the airborne thermal infrared

scanner. The scanner is designed to take advantage of a basic law of physics: any object

•whose temperature is above absolute zero (-460° F) emits electromagnetic radiation, and

the warmer the object the greater the amount of radiation emitted. Objects, including water

bodies, at normal outdoor temperatures emit the greatest part of this radiation in the infrared

region of the spectrum. When an object, such as the sun, becomes hot enough to incandesce,

the greater part of the radiation emitted shifts to the shorter wavelengths of the visible

region, although a considerable amount of radiation continues to be emitted in the infrared

and longer wavelength (microwave) spectral regions.

It is this electromagnetic radiation that transfers information from a remote object to

the image interpreter, the information being recorded by the remote sensor best suited for

this specific task.

Aerial cameras record patterns of visible radiation with myriads of microscopic semi-

conductor crystals (silver halides) suspended in a gelatin layer. Other types of semiconductor

crystals are used to record patterns produced by the much weaker radiation in the infrared

region. For technical reasons, it is not practical to use a camera system to record a "ther-

mal" picture; instead, a single semiconductor crystal is xised to detect infrared radiation

from a small area on the ground or water surface. This crystal is known as a detector. The

infrared radiation sensed by the detector is electronically changed by "black boxes" within

the system to visible radiation, with the light intensity proportional to the average tempera-

ture of the small area (hereafter referred to as a "spot") on the water surface. Once the

thermal radiation has been transduced into visible radiation, a thermal picture may be recor-

ded on photographic film. The recording part of the system is the printer.

2-1
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The thermal image is built up by rapidly moving the spot "seen" by the detector linearly

across the water surface. Contiguous scan lines produce a continuous strip of imagery which

resembles a long television image. The transduced radiation (a tiny pinpoint of light pro-

duced by an electron beam on a cathode ray tube, a lamp, or a laser) is focused on and

scanned over the photographic recording film, duplicating on a much smaller scale the motion

of the spot scanned over the water surface. Figure 2-1 is an example of the resulting ther-

mal (or infrared) image, on which the continuous series of scan lines are evident. As with

all imagery shown in this report, the lighter the tone of the water surface, the higher its

temperature.

Technical descriptions of the infrared scanner and other equipment are contained in

Appendix A; however, two things should be noted at this point to prevent misconceptions.

Firstly, infrared imagery should not be confused with infrared photography. The visible

region extends from 0.4 to 0. 7 |im (micrometers, formerly designated microns, H ). Photo-

graphic infrared films are sensitive to infrared radiation only up to wavelengths as long as

0. 9 H-rn. The only practical source of this "near-infrared" radiation for aerial work is the

sun. Because of this, all infrared aerial photography records reflected radiation, and re-

veals much the same type of information about water bodies as conventional aerial photogra-

phy. Longer infrared wavelengths, beyond 1.5 jim, have been found to be most useful for

hydrologic studies. Between 8 and 14 fj.ni, the amount of infrared energy normally emitted

by a water surface far exceeds the amount of energy available in the solar spectrum for

reflection from the water surface. This emitted radiation provides a new and different sort

of information about the water surface—thermal information—and furthermore it is available

day or night.

The second point which often is not understood is that absolute or relative water temper-

atures may not be measured from a thermal image alone—no more than absolute or relative

reflectances of objects may be measured from a photograph along. The photograph, properly

exposed, indicates that some objects are more reflective than others, just as a properly taken

infrared image shows that some areas are warmer or cooler than other areas. To determine

how much warmer or cooler requires an infrared radiometer.

2-2
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(a) Thermal Infrared Image

(b) Black and White Aerial Photo

Figure 2-1. Comparison of Thermal Infrared Image and Black and White Aerial Photo of
Portion of Intensive Study Area

2-3
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2.2 Infrared Radiometry

The radiometer possesses a detector somewhat similar to that of the infrared scanner,

but whose small field of view is fixed. Instead of modulating a light source, the output of

this detector is recorded on a strip chart, time versus temperature, as shown in Figure 2-2.

When airborne, the radiometer continuously looks down at the water surface, while at inter-

vals it also looks at internal objects of known temperature. When lines representing two or

more known temperatures are thus recorded on the strip chart along with the radiometer

trace of the water surface, the chart may be calibrated in terms of so many degrees per ver-

tical division of the chart.

2.3 Calibrated Imagery for Thermal Profiling

The thermal profile imagery was flown at a height of 1500 ft above the rivers and from

2000 to 2500 ft above the altitude (absolute) estuaries. The lateral coverage of each strip

of thermal imagery produced is approximately one mile at 1500 ft flying height. Simultane-

ously, the radiometer recorded water-surface temperatures of a 50-ft-wide trace along the

flight path. The radiometer was bore-sighted with the scanner so that this 50-ft-wide trace

would always be located exactly along the centerline of the imagery.

After preliminary data reduction, the calibrated strip-chart recording of the radiometer

is compared to the centerline drawn on the imagery. Position correlations are fairly direct,

since distances along the strip chart are proportional to distances along the centerline, and

because prominent temperature peaks and valleys on the strip chart correspond to noticeable

tonal variations on the imagery. Water-surface temperatures at any interval desired (1/2°,

1°, etc.) can be picked off the strip chart and transferred to the centerline plot of the imagery

(Figure 2-3).

Film density is practically a linear function of apparent water-surface temperature within

the latitude of the film. A gray scale may then be used to interpret temperatures along the

image centerline. Under optimum conditions, these values may be extrapolated and extended

away from the centerline to any image point on the water surface.

2-4
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Figure 2-2. Radiometer Trace

Figure 2-3. Calibrated Image
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2.4 Isothermal Maps from Calibrated Imagery

An isothermal map is analogous to a topographic map. The latter consists of contour

lines of equal elevation drawn on a plan of the earth's surface, with the contour intervals

representing equal changes in elevation. The former consists of lines of equal temperature

(isotherms) drawn on a plan of a water body, with the isotherm intervals representing equal

changes in surface temperature.

The airborne portion of the intensive survey basically consisted of making a large num-

ber of calibrated images of a mile-long stretch of the Connecticut River, flown at selected

altitudes both along and across the river. Isothermal plots or maps of the water surface were

made from several of these calibrated images.

A necessary process in the production of an isothermal map from IR imagery is the

automatic plotting of equal gray-scale density levels of the original image with a scanning

mi cr o dens Home ter. This converts the continuous-tone image to a quantized representation

in which density levels are displayed as a series of discrete, uniform steps, using in this

case a sequence of colors and symbols. Because infrared image gray tones are proportional

to water-surface temperatures, each density step represents a uniform temperature differ-

ential. The densitometry for this project was performed by PhotoMetrics, Inc., of Lexing-

ton, Massachusetts.

The final process is the production of an isothermal map from the densitometry. Lines

drawn to bound each area of equal density become isotherms. This step is a manual process.

The densitometer is a mindless machine which plots not only water-surface information but

also non-water surface details along with streaks and other spurious information (minor but

uncontrollable density fluctuations inherent to the infrared scanner, etc.), detail along with

spurious streaks, etc. on the original negative. This, coupled with the necessary choice of

pattern elements, results in a very confused picture which must be interpreted and replotted

by a human operator to produce the final isothermal map (Figure 2-4). Temperature values

for the isotherms are actually obtained, after the isothermal lines have been drawn, by noting

radiometer temperatures at various conspicuous points where the isotherms cross the center-

line of the imagery. Figure 2-5 compares an image-generated isothermal map with the

original densitometry.
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2.5 Extrapolation of Temperature-Depth Profiles from Thermal Imagery

Maps of surface-water temperature distribution produced by thermal imagery provide

insight into the thermal structure of the water column under certain circumstances. The

situation is simplest in an originally isothermal and non-tidal river with known bathymetry

such as the Connecticut at Springfield. The following principles apply to extrapolation of

surface-temperature data to other depths:

1. The difference between effluent and ambient temperatures controls the tendency of
discharged thermal wastes to rise and be confined to the water surface. A variety
of technical references are available on this subject.

2. Depth is a limiting factor in the establishment of thermal stratification, as illustrated
by the intensive IR demonstration survey at Springfield. Connecticut River water was
uniformly warm under the plumes along the shallow southwestern side of the river.

3. Because warm water is buoyant and tends to spread out over the surface of a cooler
receiving body, the lateral extent of heated effluent at depth is usually indicated by
the boundaries of the surface plume.

Under simple conditions, contours of water temperature can be postualted for riverine

cross-sections with a reasonable degree of accuracy. Problems arise if an effluent differs

from river water in dissolved solid content of fluid chemistry. In such instances, factors

other than temperature affect effluent density and the aforementioned concepts are no longer

useful. Another source of ambiguity is inhomogeneity of the temperature and salinity of the

receiving body itself, which is usually the condition in estuaries.

2.6 Intensive Survey

An intensive survey of the Connecticut River at Springfield, Massachusetts, was accomp-

lished on November 25, 1970 to validate the accuracy of the airborne, thermal-profile program

(Figure 2-6). The survey was made using complementary ground teams at the same time

aerial sensing was being performed.

Twenty-five passes at altitudes varying from 500 to 4000 ft were made over the

site. The runs at 500, 1000, and 2000 ft consisted of two passes along the river, and

one pass across the river. The runs at 1500, 3000 and 4000 ft were single passes

along the river. Radiometry was collected for each pass so that all resulting imagery

2-9
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Figure 2-6. Intensive Study Area Showing Surface Temperature at Each Waterborne
Sample Station
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could be calibrated. Black and white aerial photography was taken during the run at 3000 ft.

Data collection commenced at 14 minutes after 1 p.m. and was completed by 3 p.m.

Concurrently with the remote-sensing survey, a contact-sensing survey of surface and

subsurface water temperatures was carried out. Data collection began at 12:30 and was

completed at 3:15 p.m. As described in the introduction to this report, this data was used

to generate an isothermal map of the site.

Two outboard-powered survey boats completed a total of 14 transects of the site (Figure

2-6), each transect having five stations. At each station a Hydro Products electronic bathy-

thermograph (BT) was used to obtain continuous temperature-depth data, recorded with an

X-Y (temperature-depth) pen recorder. These BT sets employed highly accurate platinum-

resistance temperature probes, which were laboratory calibrated immediately before and after

the survey.

Temperature-depth profiles were constructed for each transect, as well as a conventional

isothermal map of the site, with 1° F isotherms (Figure 2-7), The significance of this inten-

sive survey data is discussed in later sections of this report.

2-11
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3.0 ANALYSIS

3.1 Thermal Profiles

Analysis of the preliminary thermal profiles of the Commonwealths' waters concerning

artificial and natural thermal discharges indicated: 1) thermal plumes are readily detected,

2) thermal sources are generally obvious, and 3) because of rapid diffusion and heat loss to

the atmosphere, zones of thermal influence are well defined and confined to limited areas.

More specifically, for man-made discharges, these zones of thermal influence are

usually less than a mile long. With respect to the 4° F maximum allowable temperature in-

crease of the 1967 Massachusetts Water Quality Standards, very few thermal discharges

appear to exceed this limit after an initial (and arbitrarily estimated) mixing zone. Not

surprisingly, electric power plants comprise the majority of these sources. It is also inter-

esting that some natural sources may exceed the 4° F limit.

Figures 3-1 through 3-8 show examples of the imagery obtained from the watercourses

of the Commonwealth. The captions indicate the variety of hydrologic phenomena which may

be readily observed after qualitative interpretation. Accompanying this report in the data

package but not included herein is the complete series of profiles obtained during the study.

These eight thermal images illustrate well the mixing and dispersion of both natural and

artificial sources of heated water. The receiving waters range from still to flowing, and

from fresh to brackish. In all cases, the locations and nature of the sources are evident,

and because the heated water stays on the surface, the limitsof the area affected by the

heated waters are also evident.

Actually, almost any effluent being discharged into a body of water in significant volume

will be detected by this system. The reason again is because heated water rises, and most

effluents (whether or not considered "heated'1 discharges) are warmer than their receiving

waters. This is especially true during the winter. Even effluents discharged underwater rise

quickly to the surface, as illustrated by Figure 3-9. Here, effluent from a sewage-treatment

plant is discharged from subsurface points and rises quickly to the surface at three places.

3-1
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Figure 3-1. Ten Mile River—Bottom Features in a Small Stream Bed (Water Is Shallow
and Warmer than the Cooler Bottom Material)
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Figure 3-2. Boston Harbor—Example of Compression on Poling Up of a Thermal Effluent
Along a Land Body (Caused by a Tidal or Wind Effect)
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Figure 3-3. Blackstone River— Water Temperature Differences in Shallow-Water Areas Showing
Temperature Gradations Coming in from Small Stream Confluence
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Figure 3-4. Lynn Harbor- Typical Diffusion Pattern of a Thermal Effluent onto a Harbor
at Slack Water
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SNIP S BILGE. PUMPS

Figure 3-5. Boston Harbor—Excellent Example of Variety of Hydrologic Details that Can Be
Imaged by Infrared Techniques
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Figure 3-6. Cape Cod Canal- Typical Example of a Small Power Plant Discharging into a River Body
(Plant is Evidently Not Operating at Full Capacity)
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Figure 3-7. Nashua River, Fitchburg, Massachusetts—Gas Works Are Contributing Hot-Water
Sources Which Gradually Warm Up the Stream
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Figure 3-8. Taunton River, Fall River, Massachusetts— Tidal Eddies (mixing is evidently the turbulence
plumes caused by bridge abutements, a pipe is seen discharging warmer effluent onto
surface, and several small shoreline effluents are also visible)
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Figure 3-9. Underwater Discharge of Sewage Images as Small Plume (Sewage Plant
Is in Lower Half of Illustration)
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This serves to illustrate the type of phenomenon which may require field-checking, be-

cause similar patterns may be produced by a line of submerged bridge piers.

Thermal imagery is thus very good for detecting, often dramatically, sources of heated

effluents and their dispersion patterns. Under magnification, or if enlargements are made

from the negatives, many minor effluent sources become noticeable. At times, however, it

is difficult to pinpoint the locations of these small outfalls on the imagery due to image dis-

tortion, poor resolution, or because the shore of the river is either very much warmer or

colder than the average water temperature. In the former case, the land areas are over-

exposed on the thermal image, and in the latter case the land areas are underexposed (as in

Figure 3-10). In either case, shoreline details and landmarks necessary to precisely

locate the outfall are lost. All of these problems may be overcome or, as an alternative, the

source may be located by a field check.

The thermal profile obtained thus far of the Commonwealths' waters is by no means

complete. It is representative only of a certain season at a certain time of day for most of the

watercourses. How the thermal character of a watercourse can vary with time is illustrated

by Figure 3-11 which shows two images of the intensive survey site at Springfield, both of

which were flown at 1500 ft on different dates. On 14 August, the site is extremely active,

with all three outfalls from the power plants contributing. The heated discharges are swept

across the entire surface of the river, although it is not known whether the heated water ex-

tends as a shallow lens over the main channel, or if it occupies the depth of the channel.

The latter case has a greater impact on the ecology of the river. Because the surface temp-

erature has nearly returned to normal about 1500 yards downstream, it may be inferred that

the heated water is riding as a lens on the surface of the cooler main flow. The reason for

the abrupt temperature change at the mouth of the Westfield River is not known. On 25

November, conditions prevailed as described in Section 3.2. The plume does not extend

completely across the river, either because the combined power-plant discharge is less or,

more likely, because the flow of the river has increased from 14 August. It is interesting

to compare river baseline temperatures for the two dates.
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Figure 3-10. Example of Land Detail Being Lost Due to Underexposure, Making Source
Identification Difficult
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(a) 14 August Imagery

(b) 25 November Imagery

Figure 3-11. Imagery Flown on Two Different Dates (a-14 August; b-25 November)
Demonstrating Seasonal Variability
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This is one of a number of examples that could be used to illustrate the variability of the

thermal character of a watercourse. If the object is to compile a thermal profile for histori-

cal or reference purposes, a regular schedule of flights to record season and dirunal varia-

tions is desirable. The four tidal stages should be recorded for estuaries. If the object is to

fly preliminary reconnaissance for water-quality standards monitoring and enforcement, a

different schedule will be necessary, with flights timed to coincide with the season and time

of day (or night) known to be most critical.

3.2 Intensive Survey

During the three hours of intensive survey operations, the temperature and flow of the

river remained constant for all practical purposes, as did the temperature and flow of the

thermal effluents. Although the fine details of the thermal plumes are averaged out in the

resulting isothermal map, the relatively steady state of the river's thermal character at the

site permits this isothermal map to be used with confidence as "ground truth" to evaluate the

accuracy of isothermal maps generated from any thermal image collected during the intensive

survey.

Ideally when investigating a dynamic phenomenon, only synoptic "ground truth" should be

compared with the synoptic imagery. However, the only way to improve on the "ground truth"

gathered for this study is.to increase the number of temperature probes; i.e., to construct

a surface network dense enough to provide synoptic data at the moment of overflight—hardly

a practical consideration.

Comparison between an image-generated isothermal map (Figure 2-4) and a "ground-

truth" generated map (Figure 2-7) showed excellent correspondence. Figure 3-12 with the

overlay illustrates a compilation of Figures 2-4 and 2-7.

Taking into account the minor fluctuations of the main thermal plume, some apparent

downstream shifting of the warmest portion of the plume, and the geometric distortions

peculiar to the thermal IR imagery, there is a remarkably good correspondence between the

map generated from the 500-ft imagery and the ground truth. Notice especially that the two

maps are in agreement on the river baseline temperature of between 41 and 42 ° F. This is
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the most stable area of the river with respect to surface termperatures, which means that

agreement is necessary here if the image-generated map is to be considered valid.

However, at 1500 ft (Figure 3-13), the apparent baseline temperature is approximately

41 °F, and at 4000 ft (Figure 3-14), it is approximately 40 °F. Thus, as the flying height

increases, the apparent river baseline temperature gradually decreases. The cause of this

behavior is, of course, atmospheric attenuation.

Careful interpretation of the densitometry while tracing the isothermal contours elimin-

ates most irregularities from the final map. In general, a straight-line boundary across a

river can be ignored, but straight-line boundaries along a river, especially near the banks,

are most difficult to reject as not being natural isotherms. Because the major unwanted

effects vary in severity across, rather than along, the image, relative temperature informa-

tion will be most accurate if it is measured between points parallel to the image centerline.

For example, to measure the temperature increase between the head of a thermal plume and

the river baseline temperature, use points A and B as positioned in Figures 2-2 and 2-3.

(The rise in temperature is with a maximum error of 2 x ^ 0 . 9 ° F = ̂ l ,8°F, assuming that

the exposure at point A is within the dynamic range of the film; this appears to be so, as

indicated by much lighter tones at the hotter power plant stacks.)

Isothermal maps produced by the multiple-transect technique with the radiometer (and

preferably with simultaneous imagery to clarify fine thermal details) would eliminate the

problems inherent to an image-gene rated isothermal map. However, the cost of this tech-

nique is likely to make it prohibitive. At least six straight-line transects would be necessary

at the intensive survey site, as compared with the single run along the river needed to produce

a calibrated image.

As seen from Figure 3-15, increasing flying height decreases the difference in atmos-

pheric path lengths between the detector and any two points (A and B) on a water surface. At

500 ft, the path length difference is BBf (BC - AC = BB'), as compared to the much smaller

path difference BB" (BD - AD = BB11) on imagery flown at 4000 ft. Thus, as path lengths

become more equal with increasing altitude, the relative effects of atmospheric attenuation

over a given body of water decrease, which in turn increases the accuracy of relative
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Figure 3-15. Path-Length Differential Decreases with Altitude
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temperature measurements made along a scan line (perpendicular to the line of flight).

However, the increase in accuracy is almost negligible because even though path BD is

twice as long as path AC, the 500-ftpath difference (BB") is small and produces a relative

error of only about 1/4 ° to 1/3° F under good weather conditions.

Increasing the survey altitude thus mainly decreases the accuracy of measurements of

absolute surface temperature while decreasing the scale and increasing the lateral coverage

of the imagery. Roll distortions are greatly magnified, although the panoramic distortion

of the particular water feature is decreased. For example, of the latter, assume that AB on

Figure 3-16 represents a lake 866 ft wide. At 4000 ft, it fills a field of view of 12.5°,

whereas at 500 ft it occupies 60* (half of the total angular field of view of a typical scanner).

When the imagery is recorded, the film is held on a curved platen in the scanner (un-

like the conventional aerial camera where the film is held against a flat platen). On the

500-ft image, the ground distance AB is projected as AB' . When the distance AB' is

measured and scaled off the image, it will appear to be 523 ft long, instead of 866 ft. On the

4000-ft image, however, AB is measured as AB", which appears to be 863 ft long when

scaled —an error of only 3 ft. Of course, the scale of the 4000-ft image is one-eighth that of

the 500-ft image, but any portion of the original negative may be satisfactorily enlarged four

or five times for interpretation or illustration, while preserving the relative temperature

information contained in the film densities, Densitometrymaybe performed easily and

accurately on the original negative, with the output plotted to any enlarged scale desired.

In summary, the intensive survey demonstrated that absolute-temperature information

from calibrated imagery as obtained for general thermal-profiling purposes is accurate to

within 0. 9° F. Baseline temperatures within the vicinity of the image centerline probably

differ by no more than -2°F for imagery taken around 2000 ft above ground. Baseline
\

temperatures can be determined much more accurately by increasing radiometer accuracy

and either flying at low heights or compensating for the effects of atmospheric attenuation

at higher altitudes.
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3.3 Mixing and Dispersion of Thermal Effluents

An examination of the temperature-depth profiles, the "ground-truth" isothermal map,

the infrared imagery, and the image-gene rated isothermal maps yields specific conclusions

about the water mixing at the intensive survey site as to the ability to infer sub-surface

conditions from patterns shown on infrared imagery.

The thermal survey revealed effluent issuing from two major and four minor outfalls in

the study area. The locations of these discharges and their origins are indicated on Figure

3-17. The principal outfalls lie along the southwestern side of the Connecticut River, and

the resulting thermal plumes are superimposed. Heated effluent discharged by the power

plant resulted in water temperatures 10 to 14 degrees above ambient. The plume was

elongated and oriented adjacent to shore. The higher temperatures were maintained for

750 yards downstream at which point the second discharge was located. This effluent, re-

leased just north of the sewage-treatment plant, raised the water temperature in the original

plume to a maximum of 20 degrees above background. The combined plumes continued to

follow the shoreline, creating a band of heated water approximately 100 yards wide. Tem-

peratures were relatively constant with depth in the shallow water along the southwestern

side of the river. Such shoals limit the rapidity with which mixing can occur and exaggerate

the volume of the effluent as portrayed by maps of surface-water temperature distribution.

Temperatures returned to within 3 degrees of ambient approximately 750 yards downstream

from the second outfall.

The power plant on the northeastern side of the river discharges a small volume of

effluent which raises water temperatures only 2 to 3 degrees. The thermal plume was swept

south adjacent to shore in a fashion similar to the other plumes. Two low-volume sources

of heated fluid were located in the 25-MW power-plant plume but appeared to have little

significance. The final outfall existed in the middle of the river and was connected with the

sewage-treatment plant. The temperatures of this effluent were 3 to 4 degrees above back-

ground and this caused it to rise to the surface as it rapidly dissipated downstream.
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Figure 3-17, Map Showing Location and Sources of Outfalls at Intensive Study Site
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The effectiveness of airborne equipment and techniques to ascertain and document thrermal

conditions of waterways on a large scale has been clearly demonstrated. The airborne ther-

mal-monitoring concept offers benefits of speed, economy, and accuracy. Survey aircraft can

cover large areas in one day which would otherwise require many man-weeks of effort by

field crews. Furthermore, aircraft speed enhances the synoptic quality of airborne sensor

data, a fact vital to a study of dynamic conditions. Spatial accuracy of image-generated iso-

thermal contour charts is necessarily superior to those derived from individual and often

widely separated readings that are arbitrarily plotted manually.

4.1 Cost Effectiveness

The airborne image-generated information showed excellent correspondence with that

derived from the ground-party samples. Although relative costs have not been specifically

addressed in this report, the economics of airborne versus conventional monitoring techni-

ques are reflected in all of the above. While specific conditions may vary certain costs, the

large-scale data-gathering capabilities of airborne sensing equipment are clearly more cost

effective than conventional methods. Where inaccessible areas prohibit ground parties to

penetrate, use of airborne methods are totally superior.

4.2 Enforcement Tool

The effectiveness of airborne thermal infrared remote-sensing equipment provides state

governments and municipalities with an enforcement tool to monitor and control incidents of

excessive thermal addition by industries. This control can be administered on a regular sch-

edule and on a spot-check basis as required. The accuracy of the equipment, already vali-

dated, would constitute legal evidence as to guilt in violations of state environmental regula-

tions. Enforcement proceedings could be initiated as appropriate. The airborne technique

is unique in that it has the quick-response capability to promptly record suspected cases of

thermal pollution.
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4.3 Recommendations

The thermal profiles obtained in this survey demonstrate the cost effectiveness of air-

borne sensing techniques for large-scale monitoring and control of thermal additions to the

waters of the Commonwealth. In addition, implementation of a program utilizing this capa-

bility would enable the Division of Water Pollution Control to more fully and wisely evaluate

the potential impact of new industrial facilities on the environment prior to extending con-

struction permits. With respect to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the following air-

borne infrared remote-sensing program is recommended:

• Quarterly monitoring flights of the entire state and adjacent waters to document sea-
sonal variation

• Monthly overflights of especially sensitive and critical areas

• Unscheduled "quick-response" missions to record unusual man-made or natural
occurrences.

• Consideration of a cooperative program involving the New England states who share
common waterways would reap benefits for the entire region.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ON EQUIPMENT USED IN STUDY
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Thermal Mapper TM/LN-3

Specifications

Instantaneous FOV

Lateral Scan Angle

Total Available
Spectral Bandwidth*

NETD

Detector Cooling

Max V/h Setting for
Complete Ground
Coverage

Electrical Bandwidth

Scan Optics

System Weight
Scanner
Electronics

Power

2.5 milliradians

120°

0.2 to 13 microns

0.1° (typical)*

Liquid Nitrogen-
Dewar

0.250 rad/sec or
0.150 knot/ft

DC to 160 kHz (min)

Single-Surface
6000-rpm Reflector;
3-in, Aperture

35 Ib
20 Ib

26-30 VDC
5 amp max

•See Detector Module Options
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Barnes PRT-4A Radiometer

SPECIFICATIONS (Note 1)

Performance Data (Note 2)

Standard Detection Range:
In Temperature -12°C to +43°C (Note 3)
In Irradiance 4.8 to 11.8 jt watts/cm2

Accuracy:
In Temperature ±0.5°C
In Irradiance ±0.06 watts/cm^

Temperature Sensitivity:
Above 0°C . . ,
Below 0°C . . ,

.15°C

.25°C

Response Time (63%) 160 milliseconds (Note 4)

Reference Cavity Temperature +55°C

Ambient Temperature Limits -20 °C to +40 °C
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Optical Data

Detector:
Type Germanium Immersed

Thermistor Bolometer

Flake Size 0 . 2 5 x 0 . 2 5 mm

System Speed f/2.4

Focal Length. ' 1.2 inches

Field of View 2° or 20° (optional) at
half energy points (Note 5)

Spectral Bandpass 8 to 14 p.

Target Range One foot to infinity (Note 6)

Electrical Data

Power Required 115 or 230 volts ±10%,
60 Hz ±2 Hz,
Single phase, 20 watts (Note 7}

Recorder Output 0 - 500 mv d.c. at 2500 ohms
impedance

0 - 50 mv d.c. at 250 ohms
impedance

Mechanical Data

Optical Head: •
Size 5.25 (D) x 5.0 (L) inches
Weight 3.5 pounds

Electronic Unit:
Size 16.75 (L) x 8.0 (W) x 12.0 (H)

inches

Weight 13.25 pounds
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HELIO COURIER STOL AIRCRAFT, Model H-295

SPECIFICATIONS

Engine
Propellor
Wing Span
Wing Type

Personnel Capacity
Empty Weight
Gross Weight
Useful Load
Usable Interior Volume
Fuel Capacity

Lycoming GO-480 G106, 295 hp., Propeller geared down 1/3
Hartzell 3 blade constant speed
39 ft.
NACA 23012, Fowler flaps, top wing interceptors, leading
edge slats
Pilot § Copilot, 4 additional persons
2080 Ibs.
3400 Ibs.
1320 Ibs., 2550 Ibs. (CAR 8 Industrial Category)
70 cu. ft.
60 gals. (120 gal. long range tanks available)

PERFORMANCE

Takeoff Distance
Rate of Climb
Service Ceiling
Maximum Speed
Cruise @ 60% Power
Range
Minimum Flying Speed
Landing Distance

335 ft. (610 ft. over 50 ft.)
1150 fpm.
20,500 ft.
167 mph.
150 mph.
660 miles @ 60% power, (1320 miles with long range tanks)
30 mph.
270 ft., (520 ft. over 50 ft.)

CONFIGURATION

Camera Well
Gyro Stabilized Mount
Door Pod
Instrument Mounts

Electrical Power
Seating Options
Navigation Instruments

Fuselage Side Aperture

Type A-ll, 9" dia.
Aeroflex gear type Available
Starboard rear, for vertical looking instrumentation
(1) on rt. front seat platform, (1) on aircraft frame
for door pod instrumentation
12 V, 28 V, 110 V
Removable rt. front, rt. or left single middle seat
Full IFR panel, portable aircraft transceiver for aircraft
ground communication
Removable starboard rear door, attachable air-stream
spoiler, inflight removable window
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